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Editorial Board

BMC Public Health

Here with I am submitting the revised version of the manuscript of “Peripheral Arterial Disease in Sri Lanka: Prevalence and associated factors”.

As instructed by the journal editorial office, BioMed Central I copyedited the paper to improve the style of written English. I kindly inform you that if this revised version is further need to improve the style of written English I will take the use of professional language editing service.

We carried out a cross sectional study to assess the prevalence and associated factors of PAD among adults age 40-74 years in Gampaha district, Sri Lanka. The sample size of 2912 adults was obtained from 104 clusters using multi stage probability proportionate to size sampling. PAD was defined as ankle-brachial pressure index (ABPI) ≤ 0.89.

This is an article of community based study on PAD. Since, the BMC public health journal publish articles related to community bases studies on important diseases, I think this article is suitable to be published in BMC public health journal. I would be grateful for considering the article for publication. If the manuscript need further

Thank you

Janaka Weragoda (MBBS, MSc, MD)

Consultant Community Physician

Ministry of Health, Sri Lanka